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AQUA-THERM BC-380@ - Version BC-380/870-D
Water-Based Epoxy Baking Varnish

DESCRIPTION

BC-380/870-D is a water-based epoxy emulsion, with excellent mechanical, electrical and chemical resistant properties.

It has a very low VOC content and environmental impact.

ADVANTAGES

→ UL Certified – File OBOR2.E317427

→ Included in UL Electrical Insulation System 180°C - File OBOR2.E317429

→ High bond strength

→ Excellent abrasion resistance

→ Superior moisture resistance

→ Excellent chemical resistance - Resistant to Freon R22

→ Good flexibility

→ High flash point (>100°C) - reduced fire risk & insurance premiums

APPLICATIONS

→ Transformers → Rotors → Random wound coils → Electric devices

→ Hermetic Duty Motors → Stators → Laminations

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Colour White

Specific gravity @ 25°C 1020 ± 30g/L

Viscosity, Ford No4 Cup @ 25°C 14 - 24 seconds

Viscosity, Ford No2 Cup @ 25°C 50 - 60 seconds

Viscosity, ISO No3 Cup @ 25°C 50 - 80 seconds

Flash point >100°C

Thinner Tap water

Shelf life @ 25°C in original closed containers 10 months minimum

Pack sizes 20, 200 Kg

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Bond strength, helical coil @ 25°C (ASTM D-2519) 170 Newton's

Bond strength, helical coil @ 180°C (ASTM D-2519) 38 Newton's

*Test performed on MW35 Magnet Wire, double immersion & double curing 2 hours @ 150°C.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

Electric strength, dry (ASTM D-115) 2,500 ± 200 Volts/0.025mm

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE

Water Excellent

Acid, 10% sulphuric Excellent

Refrigerant extractable, NEMA RE2, Freon R22 0.003%

Humidity test, ISO 7260-1980, 200 hours No blistering

THERMAL RATING (UL 1446)

MW 35 wire, twisted pairs 180°C

UL Electrical Insulation System File OBJS2.E317429 180°C

 Registered trademark

Statements, technical information and recommendations contained herein are based on tests we believe to be reliable but they are not to be construed in 

any manner as warranties expressed or implied. The user shall determine the suitability of the product for their intended use and the user assumes all risk 

and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.
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AQUA-THERM BC-380/870-D

APPLICATION

BC-380/870-D may be used as supplied or diluted by up to 70% with tap water depending on final application.

The product should be mixed in the original container before use.

To avoid sedimentation in dip tanks, it is recommended that the product be mixed twice daily for several minutes.

CURE SCHEDULE

1.5 - 2 hours 170°C

3 - 5 hours 150°C

5 - 8 hours 135°C

*Times taken after unit reaches curing temperature

For specific curing conditions, please consult our technical department.

COMPATIBILITY WITH MAGNET WIRE COATINGS

BC-380/870-D is compatible with most magnet wire enamels available on the market.

Polyurethane enamels are the least chemical resistant out of all enamels, so we suggest that tests are performed

before using in conjunction with this type.

STORAGE

Whether storing in dip tank or original containers, the product should be kept away from direct sunlight and heat sources.

BC-380/870-D is susceptible to the cold, and must be stored indoors at temperatures between 10 - 30°C.

Under no circumstances must the product be allowed to freeze.

HEALTH & SAFETY

Before use, please refer to Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS).


